
IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF COOK COUNTY,ILLINOIS
COUNTY DEPARTMENT - LAW DIVISION

GUAVA, LLC

Plaintiff,
Case No.: 2Al2-L-007363

v.

SKYLER CASE,

Defendant.

MOTION TO QUASH, MOTTON FOR PROTECTM ORDER
AND APPLICATION TO PROCEED UNDER

FICTITIOUS NAME ON BEHALF OF JOHN DOE 97.88.160.74

COMES NOW John Doe 97.88.160.74 ("Movant"), by and through counsel, and moves to

quash Plaintiff s third-party subpoena, stating to the court as follows.

I. INTRODUCTION

It is widely recognized that the "decision to remain anonymous . . . is an aspect of the

freedom of speech protected by the First Amendment,"l and that a citizen's use of the Internet does

not destroy this right. See, Reno v. ACLU,521 U.S. 844,810 (1997) (recognizing there is o'no

basis for qualifying the level of First Amendment scrutiny that should be applied" to the intemet).

Plaintiff Guava, LLC ("Plaintiff') seeks to dispossess Movant of this right by compelling Intemet

Service Provider ("ISP") Charter Communications ("Charter") to disclose to Plaintiff the identity

of the subscriber associated with a particular Internet Protocol ("IP") address.

On July 31, 2012, a Minnesota District Court in Hennepin County issued a subpoena

ordering Charter to disclose Movant's subscriber information to Plaintiff s counsel, Prenda Law,

Inc.2 Movant urges this Court to quash the subpoena, issue a protective order instructing Charter

I Mclnfitre v. Ohio Elections Comm'n,514 U.S. 334,342 (1995).
, How a Minnesota court has jurisdiction to issue a subpoena in this Illinois case is a serious

question.



not to comply with the subpoena as to Movant's identifuing information, and permitting Movant to

proceed in this action (should further proceedings involving Movant become necessary) under the

fictitious ntrme John Doe 97.88.160.74. Should further proceedings become necessary, Movant

expressly does not waive any defenses it should have, including lack of personal and subject

matter jurisdiction in this court.

IL ARGUMENT

A. Movant has standing to challenge the subpoena and seek an order
quashing the subpoena and a protective order instructing Charter not
to comply with the subpoena.

This Court is authorized by statute to "quash or modiff any subpoena" for "good cause

shown." 735 ILCS 512-ll,0L Similar authority is granted by the Illinois Supreme Court Rules.

"The court may at any time on its own initiative, or on motion of any party or witness, make a

protective order as justice requires, denying, limiting, conditioning, or regulating discovery to

prevent unreasonable annoyance, expense, embarrassment, disadvantage, or oppression." Rule

20 1 (c)( 1). "Rule 20 I (c) empo\ rers the court to issue protective orders as justice requires, without

regard to who requests the relief....The rule does not require the petitioner to establish or even

assert standing to seek the order." Bush v. Catholic Diocese,351 Ill.App.3d 588, 591 (2004).

Federal courts in this Circuit have similarly held that "[a] party has standing to move to quash a

subpoena addressed to another if the subpoena infringes upon the movant's legitimate interests."

tlnitecl States v. Ranieri, 670 F .2d 702,772 (7th Cir. l9S2) (citing, In re Grand Jury, 619 F .2d

1022,1027 (3d Cir. 1980)); accord Special Mkts. Ins. Consultants, Inc. v. Lynch, Case No. I 1 C

9181, zA12WLl565348 G\f.D. Ill. May 2,2012) (movant had standing to move to quash to avoid

oppression, embarrassment and undue burden imposed on movant, not on third party subject to

subpoena).



Here, the subpoena seeks personal contact information relating to Movant, Movant's

Internet service subscription with Charter and Movant's computer equipment. As is discussed

below, disclosure of this information would significantly implicate privacy interests that the courts

have repeatedly recognized. Even if a customer's privacy interest in its subscriber information is

minimal or exceedingly small (a point which Movant does not concede), "parties need only have

some personal right or privilege in the information sought to have standing to challenge a

subpoena to a third party." Third Degree Films, Inc. v. Does 1-108,2012 WL669055, *2 (D. Md.

February 28,2012) (internal quotation marks and citations omitted). Accordingly, Movant has

standing to seek relief from the subpoena served on Charter.

B. The discovery sought would cause Movant undue burden, oppression
and embarrassment.

In weighing a motion to quash in such cases, the Court must balance "the need to provide

the injured partty] with an [sic] forum in which [it] may seek redress for grievances" against the

need to protect ISP subscribers from the "fear that someone who wishes to harass or embarrass

them can file a frivolous lawsuit and thereby gain the power of the court's order to discover their

identity." Columbia Ins. Co. v. Seescandy,com,lS5 F.R.D. 573,578 (N'D. Cal. 1999).3 The

potential for harassment and embarrassment is very high in this case due to the nature of the digital

files that are the subject of this case and the potential for a defendant to be pressured into settling a

claim against him or her, even if the claim is not meritorious. In the pomography infringement

3 Movant appreciates the fact that federal cases construing rules governing discovery in federal

court are not birraing on Illinois courts construing rules governing discovery in Illinois courts'

However, it is important for the Court to consider cases decided by the federal courts because there

are unique privaiy interests - not to mention the commercial interests of allegedly injured

plaintiffi - it issue in cases involving alleged illegal downloading of adult materials, and the

majority of such cases are litigated in the federal courts. Note also that there is a good deal of
overlap between the rules governing discovery in federal courts and Illinois state courts. For

"*u*pl", 
significant portions of Supreme Court Rule 201 track the language of Federal Rule of

Civil Procedure 26.



cases that are Plaintiff s counsel's stock in trade, the "high risk of false positive identifications . . . .

'horror stories' of harassing and abusive litigation techniques . . . and the nature of the copyrighted

work in this case creates the possibility of undue embarrassment and harm were a Doe defendant's

name to be publicly, but erroneously, linked to the illegal downloading of the plaintifls

copyrighted work." Digital Sin, Inc. y. Does 1-27,2012 WL 2036035, *4 (S.D.N.Y. June 6,

2012).

Any disclosure of information identiffing Movant would subject them to a choice

between public opprobrium and private blackmail on spurious claims. In such

cases, there is a risk not only of public embarrassment for the misidentified

defendant, but also that the irurocent defendant may be coerced into an unjust
settlement with the plaintiff to prevent the dissemination of publicity surrounding

unfounded allegations. The risk of a shake-down is compounded when the claims

involve allegations that a defendant downloaded and distributed sexually explicit
material.

Patrick Collins, Inc. v. Does 1-4,2012WL 1376076 (S.D.N.Y. June 12, 2012). "[T]he practical

reality of these types of cases - which, as noted, have proliferated across the country - is that

almost all end in settlement and few, if any, are resolved on their merits." Third Degree Films,

Inc. v. Does 1-108,2012 WL I 514807, *4 (D. Md. Apr. 27,2012), citing, SBO Pictures, Inc. v.

Does l-3036,2011 WL 6002620,*4 (N.D. Cal. Nov. 30,2011). Plaintiff s request for voluminous

discovery unrelated to the sole, named Defendant in this case, and that would violate Movant's

reasonable privacy interest, is particularly unjustified in light of its counsel's track record of using

such discovery of personal information about ISP subscribers to coerce them into unwarranted

settlement payments. See, e.g., Ilard Drive Protls., Inc. v. John Does, 11 CV 8333,2012WL

2469973, *2-3 (N.D. Ill. June 26,2012) (discussing common litigation tactics employed in mass

copyright litigation lawsuits and denying plaintiff "unnecessary, broad, and prejudicial early

discovery") (Prenda Law for plaintiff).



The Court must also consider "the expectation of privacy held by . . . innocent users who

may be dragged into the case (for example, because they shared an IP address with an alleged

infringer)." London-Sire Records, Inc. v. Doe 1,542 F.Supp .2d 153, 179 (D. Mass. 2008). "The

privacy interests of innocent third parties weighs [sic] heavily against the public's interest in

access to court documents ." Third Degree Films,201 1 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 128030, at * 1 1. Intemet

"subscribers have a privacy interest created by Congres s." Discount Video Center., Inc. v. Does

1-29,2012 WL 3308997, *5 (D. Mass. Aug. 10, 2012), citing 47 U.S.C. $ 551. "Individuals

generally possess a reasonable expectation of privacy in their home computers." United States v.

Lifshitz,369 F.3d 173,190 (2d Cir. 2004). While conveying information to a third party may, in

certain situations, reduce an individual's reasonable expectations of privacy of that information,4

an ISP's ability to access a subscriber's information "cannot be sufficient to extinguish a

reasonable expectation of privacy.' United States v.ll/urshak,63l F.3d 266,286 (6th Cir. 2010).

Moreover, the Illinois Constitution sets out even broader privacy protections than federal

law for those who have placed their information in the hands of third parties. See, e.g., People v.

Jackson,l l6 Ill.App .3d 430, 434-5, (19S3) (declined to follow on other grounds) ("The right to

privacy is not waived by placing these records in the hands of a bank. The individual can still

legitimately expect that her financial records will not be subject to disclosure."). If a bank

customer retains a privacy interest in information conveyed to the bank, then an ISP subscriber

should retain a privacy interest in identifying information previously conveyed to the ISP,

especially in light of the fact that Internet usage can involve financial and medical information, as

a See, Smith v. Maryland,442U.S. 735 (1919) (holding that use of a pen register device to record

numbers dialed on a telephone did not constitute a search for Fourth Amendment purposes because

the user of the telephone had voluntarily conveyed the phone numbers dialed to the telephone

company).



well as many other types of information that have been traditionally shielded by strong privacy

protections.

C. Movant has shown good cause to proceed under a fictitious name.

"[R]equests for pseudonymity have been granted when anonymity is necessary to preserve

privacy in a matter of a sensitive and highly personal nature." Third Degree Films,2011 U.S. Dist.

LEXIS 128030, at *11 (citation omitted). "An allegation that an individual illegally downloaded

adult entertainment likely goes to [such] matters." Id. Anonymity is required to protect Movant's

privacy. "Defendants' motions to quash subpoenas for the very pufpose of protecting their

identiffing information...should be allowed to proceed anonymously because assessing these

preliminary matters without knowing defendants' identities causes plaintiffs no harm." CineTel

Films,Inc. v. Does 1-1,052,853 F.Supp.2d 545,n.2 (D. Md. Apr.4,2012).

D. Identifying information about Movant is not relevant or necessary to
the pending action.

A party who files a lawsuit does not gain unfettered discretion to seek discovery of any and

all material that can be reached by an applicable court order. "The right to discovery is limited to

disclosure regarding matters relevant to the subject matter involved in the pending action."

Skonberg v. Owens-Corning Fiberglass Corp.,2l5 Ill.App.3d735,744 (1991); Rule 201(bxl).

Moreover, the Illinois Constitution forbids'lmreasonable" invasions of privacy. People v. Nesbitt,

405 Ill. App. 3d 823 (2010). "In the context of civil discovery, reasonableness is a function of

relevance." Kunkel v. Walton, 179 ll1.2d 519, 538 (1997). "Discovery should be denied . . . when

there is insufficient evidence that the requested discovery is relevant." TTX Co. v. Whitley,295

Ill.App.3d 548, s57 (1998).

To be relevant to the pending action, the requested discovery must bear on the purported

civil conspiracy claims. But Plaintiff has not specifically alleged that Movant personally



conspired with Defendant, violated Plaintifls rights, or has any discoverable information about

anyone who did. When evaluating relevance, "a court is not required to blind itself to the purpose

for which aparty seeks information ." Oppenheimer Fand, Inc. v. Sanders,437 U.S. 340,352, n.

17 (1978). The track record of Plaintiff s counsel reveals that Plaintiffs true purpose for the

discovery requested is to leverage settlements from identified subscribers, without ever naming

them as defendants. See, Pactjic Century v. Does 1-37,282 F.R.D. 189, 195-6 (citing

Oppenheimer Fund and finding that "The complaints' allegations of civil conspiracy are only

unjustified attempts to bolster the obtaining of irrelevant discovery about non-parties" for use in

proceedings other than the pending suit) (Prenda Law for plaintiffs). See also, Youle v. Ryan,349

Ill.App.3d 377,381 (2004) (questioning relevance of medical records of hundreds of third parties);

TTX Co.,295 Ill.App.3d at 557-58 (tax information of non-parties irrelevant to pending action)'

As in PaciJic Century, "the plaintiffs have sued only a single defendant . . . but are seeking . ' .

discovery about other IP addresses belonging to computer users who are not joined as defendants'"

Id. at 194. Plaintiff s conclusory claim that subscriber information is "relevant and material to this

matter" is insufficient to justiff access to information identiffing Movant and thousands of others

at IP addresses located all over the country through a single lawsuit.

Moreover, the discovery sought by the subpoena is not necessary. Information "does not

become discoverable merely because it is relevant. It must [also] meet the necessity standard."

Illinois Educ. Labor Relations Bd. v. Homer Cmty. Consol, Sch. Dist., l32lll.zd29, 44 (1989).

Plaintiff alleges, and the sole named Defendant has already admitted in his Answer, "the existence

of and his participation in the conspiracy." Complaint fl 16; Answer fl 16. Plaintiff needs no

information about other ISP subscribers to make out its case. Nor is discovery in this action



necessary to Plaintiff s pursuit of any claim against the alleged coconspirators. Again, similarly to

Pacijic Century,

denying discovery about non-party IP addresses will not leave the plaintiffs without
a remedy to uncover the identity of those and other purported copyright infringers.
The plaintiff need merely sue each IP address in the district in which the address is
located, and then subpoena the ISPs for identiSring information pertaining to that
IP address. What the plaintiff[] may not do, however, is improperly use court
processes by attempting to gain information about hundreds of IP addresses located
all over the country in a single action, especially when many of these addresses fall
outside of this court's jurisdiction.

PaciJic Century,282 F.R.D. at 196.

The discovery Plaintiff seeks is neither relevant nor necessary for another reason, namely,

that an IP address cannot identifu the individual who used that IP address to allegedly engage in

certain acts. Plaintiff has alleged that Defendant Skyler Case has taken part in a conspiracy to

commit various acts that injured Plaintiff. See Complaint u'lJ 15-16. Plaintiff has not named any

other person who has allegedly joined Defendant in this conspiracy, yet Plaintiff claims that

obtaining Movant's subscriber information will somehow be of aid to Plaintiff in building its case.

An IP address provides only the location at which one of any number of computer devices may be

deployed, much like a telephone number can be used for any number of telephones. In re

BittorrentAdult Fitm Copyright Infringement Cases,2}l2WL 1570765, at x3 (E.D.N.Y., May 1,

2Ol2). As such, obtaining Movant's identifying information from Charter will not help Plaintiff

identifu any person who has engaged in any act related to the conspiracy alleged in the Complaint.

Many courts have acknowledged that any ISP subscriber that will be identified through a

purported IP address is not necessarily the individual who used the IP address to engage in certain

alleged acts. See id. at *4 ("While the ISP will provide the name of its subscriber, the alleged

infringer could be the subscriber, a member of his or her family, an employee, invitee, neighbor or

interloper"); see also Digital Sin, Inc. v. Does 1-176, 279 F.R.D. 239,242 (S.D.N'Y. Jan' 30,



2012) ("The Court is also concerned about the possibility that many of the names and addresses

produced in response to Plaintiff s discovery request will not in fact be those of the individuals

who [engaged in the alleged activity]."); SBO Pictures,Inc. v. Does l-3036,2011 WL 6002620,

at *3 (N.D. Cal. Nov. 30,2011)( "[T]he ISP subscriber to whom a certain IP address was assigned

may not be the same person who used the Intemet connection for illicit purposes. .."); VPR Int'l v.

Does 1-1017,2011 WL 8179128, at *2 (C.D. Ill. Apr. 29,2011) ("Where an IP address might

actually identify an individual subscriber and address, the correlation [between IP subscriber and

copyright infringer] is far from perfect....The infringer might be the subscriber, someone in the

subscriber's household, a visitor with her laptop, a neighbor, or someone parked on the street at

any given moment."). Accordingly, because an IP address does not identifu the individual that

engaged in the alleged unlawful activity, the subpoenas do not seek information that is relevant

and necessary to Plaintiff s case.

E. The Illinois Supreme Court has already examined the methods used by

Plaintiff to seek such ex-parte discovery, issued a Supervisory Order to
a St. Clair County Judge, and quashed all subpoenas issued.

Plaintiff s counsel filed a lawsuit virtually identical to that filed in this case in St. Clair

County, Illinois, in December of 2011. Lightspeed v. Doe,2011 L 683. As in the instant case,

they issued subpoenas to thousands of alleged "co-conspirators". In fact, they issued subpoenas to

6,600 so-called "co-conspirators." The Honorable Robert P. LeChien presided over L,ightspeed,

entering orders permitting expansive discovery.

Ultimately, several of the ISPs who had received subpoenas for information regarding their

subscribers sought to intervene in the matter and challenge the subpoenas. Their motions were

denied, as were motions to quash filed by other subpoena targets. The ISPs filed a Rule 383

motion seeking a supervisory order from the Illinois Supreme Court directing the Circuit Court of



St. Clair County to vacate the discovery order and allow the motions to quash. On June 27,2012,

the Illinois Supreme Court issued a supervisory order directing the Circuit Court of St. Clair

County to vacate its discovery orders and enter an order allowing the motion to quash subpoenas

filed by the ISPs.5

The arguments made by the ISPs in Lightspeed are appropriately made here. The

discovery order in the case at bar was entered as an Agreed Order between the Plaintiff and

Defendant Case on July 27,2012. The Agreed Order entered by the parties in this matter on July

27, 2012 seryes no legitimate purpose. See, e.g., In re BitTorrent Adult Film Copyright

Infringement Cases,2012WL 1510765 (E.D.N.Y.) (noting "anationwideblizzardof civil actions

brought by purveyors of pomographic frlms" and also taking note of a media report that "more

than22O,000 individuals have been sued since mid-2010 in amass of BitTonent lawsuits, many of

them based upon alleged downloading of pornographic works.")

These types of Plaintiffs, like Guava and Lightspeed, who are enlisting the courts for the

pu{pose of harvesting contact information are recently encountering a "stiffening judicial

headwind" in federal courts across the country. Pac. Century Int'L. Ltd, v. John Does 1'37,2012

WL 1072312 at *3 (N.D. Ill. Mar. 30,2012). These courts have, in rapidly increasing numbers,

quashed subpoenas, severed mass defendants, imposed sanctions and generally increased their

supervision and skepticism over these lawsuits. See .Iz re BitTotent Adult Film Copyright

Infringement Cases,2012WL 1570765 at *9. ("The most pervasive argument against permitting

s It is noteworthy that counsel for plaintiffs in the Lightspeed case (and the case at bar) then

amended their case to name the ISPs who had succeeded in obtaining relief from the Illinois
Supreme Court. The case was immediately removed to federal court and is currently pending in

the Southern District of lllinois, where it is known as Lightspeed Media v. Anthony Smith, et al.,

3:1 2-cv-00889.

10



plaintiffs to proceed with early discovery arises from the clear indicia, both in this case and in

related matters, that plaintiffs have employed abusive litigation tactics to extract settlements from

John Doe defendants"). Stymied in many federal courts, plaintiffs have begun turning to state

courts, where they present the same issues and objectives - sometimes repackaged in the form of

non-copyright claims, but still seeking to coerce mass settlements for alleged unauthorized access

to their pornographic materials.

F. Subpoenaed documents must be produced to the Court, not to counsel.

Even if documents are produced pursuant to the subpoena, they should be produced to the

Court and not Plaintiff s counsel. Plaintiff s subpoenas to the ISPs request production of records

directly to its counsel, Prenda Law. This is contrary to Illinois procedure, under which subpoenaed

documents must be produced to the court. "[A]s distinct from discovery, which is the parties'

procedure, a subpoena is a judicial process or court writ so that subpoenaed materials should be

delivered directly to the court. The court, then, determines the relevance and materiality of the

subpoenaed materials, whether they are privileged, and whether the subpoena is unreasonable or

oppressive ." People v. Walley,575 N.E.2d 596, 598 (Ill. App. 1991), citing, People ex rel. Fisher

v. Carey,77 111.2d25g,265,396 N.E.2d 17 (1979). If production is permitted to proceed, a

protective order is warranted that properly redirects the path of production to the Court.

ilI. CONCLUSION

Movant has standing to challenge the subpoena and seek an order quashing thesubpoena

and a protective order instructing Charter not to comply with the subpoena. The discovery sought

would cause Movant undue burden, oppression and embarrassment. Movant therefore

respectfully urges this Court to vacate its ruling on Plaintiff s Agreed Order seeking discovery,

quash the third-party subpoena issued to Movant's Internet Service Provider, Charter, enter an

L1



Order requiring Plaintiffs counsel to cease contacting Movant by any mezrls, and to destroy

information already obtained regarding Movant's identity, or otherwise prevent the improper

disclosure of Movant's identifuing information, and permit Movant to proceed using a fictitious

nams (should further proceedings be necessary). Movant further requests any other and further

relief deem just and proper in the circumstances.

DANNA MCKITRICK, P.C.

BY:

St. Louis, MO 63105-3907
(3r4) 726-1000(3 14) 72s-6s92 fax
E-Mail: llong@dmfirm.com
ATTORNEYS FOR DEFENDANT

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

;fi-)he undersigned certifies that a copy of the foregoing was sent, via Federal Express, this

X:_day of September, 2012, to:

Paul A. Duffy, Esq.
2 N. LaSalle Street, 13ft Floor
Chicago, lL 60602
Attorney for Plaintiff

Erin Kathryn Russell, Esq.
The Russell Group
233 S. Wacker Drive, 84th Floor
Chicago,IL 60606
Attorney for Unidentified Movants

Adam E.Urbanczyk, Esq.
365 N. Jefferson, Suite 712
Chicago,IL 60661
Attorney for Defendant

Doc: 578596

Gerdes Long, #6211
7701 Forsyth Blvd., Sui
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